Blood vessels within lymph nodes: a comparison between pigs and sheep.
In sheep, most blood vessels enter the lymph nodes at a discrete hilus, which is where the capsule overlies medullary tissue. In pigs, vessels within the node arise from an extensive network of arteries on the surface, and most vessels penetrate the capsule where it overlies diffuse tissue--the counterpart of the sheep medulla. In both species the blood vessels divide extensively as they approach and supply the dense lymphoid tissue which contains lymph nodules. The blood vessels within sheep lymph nodules are surrounded by a thick layer of amorphous material. The dense lymphoid tissue has an abundant network of venules which have smooth muscle cells in their walls. These venules are involved in lymphocyte migration and in pigs they are lined by high endothelium which is similar to that in most other species, while in sheep the endothelium is much lower. Fenestrated capillaries occur in both pig and sheep lymph nodes.